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 (#) of Redneck Vampires, Cameras, & Truth or Dare

 

If you’re someone who enjoys small-  (#)

B-horror movies, then I have three DVDs that may just

pique your interest. First, let's go back to the year

1986, when this first movie in this review was made:

“Truth or Dare: A Critical Madness." This 

(#) on a man that catches his wife cheating on him and

goes crazy after playing a  (#) of Truth or Dare

with a female hitchhiker. The rest of the film consists of

him going in and out of a psych ward, trying to get

revenge on his wife and lover then just completely

losing it and killing random people.

“Lights Camera Dead” (2007) is about two of amateur

filmmakers trying to make a horror movie. When their

so-called cast and crew walk out on them they decided to get revenge by killing all of them, but of  (#)

filming it the entire time.

Then there is “Inbred Redneck Vampires” (2004, aka "Bloodsucking Redneck Vampires"), about a female

vampire that is running from a mysterious vampire hunter. She, along with her human caretaker, takes

refuge in a small town full of rednecks that they decided to  (#) and turn into vampires. Turns out that

wasn’t the brightest idea.

Surprisingly, out of all three movies I found myself enjoying “Inbred Redneck Vampires.” Obviously from

the title you know that it’s not taking itself too seriously. Actually, all the movies in this quicky review had a

comedic element to them, but I found myself chuckling more to “Redneck Vampires," while the other two

films tended to fall a little short in the humor department. If your interested in any of the three movies click

on the titles below for more info.

Truth or Dare: A Critical Madness (http://www.timritter.com/news.html)

Lights Camera Dead (http://www.lightscameradead.com/)

Inbred Redneck Vampires (http://www.proaxis.com/~sherlockfam/drsquid/brv/index.html)

 

“Truth or Dare: A Critical Madness” (1986)

Dir. Tim Ritter

“Lights Camera Dead” (2007)

Dir. Tim Reaper

(http://horror.xomba.com/)
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“Inbred Redneck Vampires” (2004)

Dir. Joe Sherlock
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